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Abstract – The H.264/AVC standard defines an optional in-
loop deblocking filter. When the image is partitioned into
blocks, it results in blocking artifacts due to lack of inter-
correlation between blocks. This paper compares the
performance of the in-loop deblocking filter of emerging
H.264/AVC standard at low bit rates because these blocking
artifacts has much more annoying effect at low bit rates. The
filter performs simple operations to detect and analyze
artifacts on coded block boundaries and attenuates those by
applying a selected filter. Different sequences of low & high
latency applications were used for comparison. Our test
results show that H.264’s in-loop deblocking filter can
significantly reduce the blocking artifacts and improve visual
quality and prediction performance by smoothing the sharp
edges which can form between macroblocks when block
coding techniques are used. The filter aims to improve the
appearance of decoded pictures.

Keywords – Macroblock, Blocking Artifacts, PSNR,
Context-Based Adaptive Binary Coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper focuses on one aspect of the H.264 standard,
an optional in loop filter that is designed to reduce the
effect of blocking distortion on a coded and reconstructed
video frame. Most of the video compression standards like
ITU- H.263 [1], MPEG-4 [2-3], H.264 [4] use JPEG
related block based transform coding techniques. The
basic approach is to divide the whole image into 8 x 8
blocks, transform each block using discrete cosine
transform, quantized and then entropy coded. The
quantization step divides transformed coefficients by
quantization table due to which most of the DCT
coefficients in each block falls into dead zone. As a result,
there is only one DC & few coefficients are present at low
bit rates. The overall effect is loss of correlation between
adjacent blocks and discontinuities on edges of blocks [5-
6]. As a consequence, reconstructed images suffer from
visually annoying effects known as blocking effects or
blocking artifacts. Another source of blocking artifacts in
video is motion compensated prediction. Motions
compensated blocks are produced by copying interpolated
pixel data from different locations of possibly different
reference frames. This results in discontinuities on the
edges of copied blocks due to fact that there is almost
never a perfect match for this data. Additionally, in
copying process, existing edge discontinuities in reference
frames are carried into the interior of the block to be
compensated, which results in visually disturbing artifacts.
Deblocking filters can be used in two ways, either as post
filters or loop filters. Post filters only operate on the
display buffer outside of the coding loop. Since the use of
post filters is optional, post-filters offer maximum freedom

for decoder implementations. On the contrary, loop filters
operate within the coding loop. That is, the filtered frames
are used as reference frames for motion compensation of
subsequent coded frames. This makes all standard
decoders to perform identical filtering in order to stay in
synchronization with the encoder. With a loop filter in the
codec design, content providers can safely assume that
their material is processed by proper deblocking filters,
guaranteeing the quality level which is expected by the
producer. Empirical tests have shown that loop filtering
typically improves both objective and subjective quality of
video streams in addition to the significant reduction in
decoder complexity compared to post filtering. Quality
improvements are mainly due to the fact that filtered
reference frames offer higher quality prediction for motion
compensation. Reductions in computational complexity
can be achieved by taking into account the fact that the
image area in past frames is already filtered, and thereby
optimizing the filtering process accordingly. Section II
describes the working of H.264/AVC in-loop deblocking
filter. The test methodology is described in section III.
The results are explained in section IV while section V
concludes the paper.

II. IN-LOOP DEBLOCKING FILTER

H.264 uses an adaptive in-loop deblocking filter after
the inverse transform in the encoder and decoder
respectively. The filter is applied to the each decided
macroblock (MB) to reduce the blocking artifacts without
reducing the sharpness of the picture. The overall effect is
in improvement of the subjective quality of compressed
video. The deblocking filter process is employed for the
luminance and chrominance components separately.
Filtering is applied to horizontal or vertical edges of 4 x 4
blocks in a macroblock, as in Figure 1. The luma
deblocking filter process is performed on four 16-sample
edges and the deblocking filter process for each chroma
components is performed on two 8-sample edges.

Fig.1. Horizontal and Vertical Edges of 4 x 4 Blocks in a
Macroblock
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The filtering process exhibits a high degree of content
adaptivity on different levels (adaptive deblocking filter),
by adjusting its strength depending upon compression
mode of a macroblock (either Intra or Inter macroblock ),
the quantization parameter (QP), motion vector (MV),
frame or field coding decision and the pixel values. All
these thresholds are quantizer dependent, because blocking
artifacts will always become more severe when
quantization gets coarse. With the decrease in the
quantization step size, the effect of the filter is reduced,
and when the quantization step size is very small, the filter
is shut off. The filter can also be shutoff explicitly or
adjusted in overall strength by an encoder at the slice
level. As a result, the blockiness is reduced without
decreasing the sharpness of the content. Consequently, the
subjective quality is significantly improved. At the same
time, the filter reduces bit rate by typically 6–11 percent
while producing the same objective quality as the non-
filtered video [7]. The order of the filtering at a
macroblock level is illustrated in Figure 2. Initially, 4
vertical edges of the luminance component i.e., VLE1,
VLE2, VLE3 and VLE4 are filtered. Then, horizontal
edges of the luminance component i.e., HLE1, HLE2,
HLE3, and HLE4 are filtered. Finally, vertical edges of
chrominance component, VCE1, VCE2 and horizontal
edges of chrominance component HCE1, HCE2 are
filtered respectively. It is also possible for the filter to alter
the filter strength or to disable the filter.

Fig.2. Filtering order at macroblock level

Fig.3. Adjacent samples to vertical and horizontal edges

The filtering operation affects three samples on either
side of the boundary. The four samples on vertical edge or
horizontal edge in adjacent blocks are p0; p1, p2, p3 and
q0, q1, q2, q3 respectively are shown in figure 3.

There are two settings available in H.264/AVC to
configure the In-loop Deblocking filter:
Strength: This setting is also called "Alpha Deblocking".
It controls how much the Deblocking filter will smooth the
video, so it has a vital effect on the overall sharpness of
your video. The default value is 0 and should be enough to
smooth out all the blocks from your video, especially in
Quantizer Modes (QP or CRF). Negative values will give
a more sharp video, but they will also increase the danger
of visible block artifacts! In contrast positive values will
result in a smoother video, but they will also remove more
details.
Threshold: This setting is also called "Beta Deblocking"
and it's more complicated to handle than Alpha
Deblocking. It controls the threshold for block detection.
The default value is 0 and should be enough to detect all
blocks in your video. Negative values will "save" more
details, but more blocks might slip through (especially in
flat areas). In contrast positive values will remove more
details and catch more blocks.

For an explanation let us denote the sample values
inside two neighboring 4×4 blocks as p3, p2, p1, p0 | q0,
q1, q2, q3 with the actual boundary between p0 and q0 as
shown in Figure 3. Filtering of the two pixels p0 and q0
only takes place, if their absolute difference falls below a
certain threshold α. At the same time, absolute pixel
differences on each side of the edge (|p1 − p0| and |q1 −
q0|) have to fall below another threshold β, which is
considerably smaller than α. To enable filtering operation
of p1 (q1), additionally the absolute difference between p0
and p2 (q0 and q2) has to be smaller than β. The
dependency of α and β on the quantizer, links the strength
of filtering to the general quality of the reconstructed
picture prior to filtering. For small quantizer values both
thresholds become zero, and filtering is effectively turned
off altogether.

In the designing of the deblocking filter, two
controllable parameters α_offset and β_offset are also
added to provide a broad range of control of the filter
along with QP.
α = f (QP+α_offset)

β = f (QP+β_offset)

α_offset = [-6,-5,-4,-3,-2,-1, 0,+1,+2,+3,+4,+5,+6]

β_offset = [-6,-5,-4,-3,-2,-1,0,+1,+2,+3,+4,+5,+6]

When α_offset and β_offset are set to zero, α and β
depends on QP only. The parameters α_offset and β_offset
controls of the “strength” of the filter. Negative values of
these parameters result in less filtering (lower “strength”)
and positive values increase the amount of filtering (higher
“strength”).

III. TEST METHODOLOGY

We have used H.264 Joint model (JM) reference
software version encoder [8] for tests. Video sequences
which we have used are QCIF (176 x 144) and CIF (352 x
288). The set of sequences represent a wide range of
typical video content from low and high latency
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applications. The QCIF sequences (176 x 144) used for
tests are FOREMAN, CARPHONE and TENNIS while
CIF sequences (352 x 288) used are COASTGUARD,
MOBILE & CALENDAR and HALL respectively. We
have used 50 frames of sequences for both QCIF and CIF
encoding. QCIF sequences were encoded at 15 fps (frames
per second) and CIF sequences were encoded at 30 fps
frame rate respectively. Every sequence was tested at five
different bit rates. The PSNR (peak signal-to-noise ratio)
is measured and compared for different bitrates with and
without use of deblocking filter of the encoded video
sequences. Since human eye is less sensitive to color than
to luminance therefore only the luminance component (Y)
is taken into consideration.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulation results of H.264 encoder was experimented
for context-based adaptive binary coding (CABAC) for
symbol coding, quarter pixel motion vector resolution, five
frames for inter motion, rate distortion optimized mode
decision. Apart from this Hadamard transform and Inter
search range of 16x16, 16x8, 8x16, 8x8, 4x8, 8x4, 4x4
were also used. Both encoders were configured to have
five frames for inter motion search. The PSNR is
compared by comparing coding performance of different
sequences with and without deblocking filter mode. Table
1 shows the luminance PSNR for various QCIF sequences
while Table 2 shows CIF sequences.
Table 1: Average luminance PSNR at different bit rates for

QCIF sequences with and without deblocking filter
Sequence Bit rate

(Kbps)
Luminance PSNR (dB)

Without filter With filter
FOREMAN 42.50 35.21 35.23

62.66 36.92 36.96
83.80 38.19 38.25
103.90 38.92 38.94
124.04 39.72 39.76

CARPHONE 42.40 37.10 37.13
62.66 38.92 39.20
83.37 40.22 40.25
103.86 41.13 41.16
123.90 41.82 41.85

TENNIS 42.24 32.50 32.54
62.68 34.26 34.29
82.84 35.52 35.63
103.32 36.29 36.32
123.64 36.99 37.02

Table 2: Average luminance PSNR at different bit rates for
CIF sequences with and without deblocking filter

Sequence Bit rate
(Kbps)

Luminance PSNR (dB)
Without filter With filter

COASTGUARD 208.82 28.93 28.97
413.22 30.99 31.03
616.56 32.52 32.55
821.19 33.62 33.63

1024.82 34.63 34.65
MOBILE & 210.52 26.99 27.03

CALENDAR 415.23 29.71 29.73
616.23 31.02 31.05
821.92 32.20 32.22

1023.26 40.98 41.01
HALL 206.12 37.53 37.56

408.59 39.15 39.17
611.64 39.98 40.02
812.92 40.51 40.53

1014.01 40.99 41.03

Bit rate versus PSNR graph with and without in-loop
deblocking filter for QCIF Car phone sequence and CIF
coastguard sequence at various bit rates are shown in
figure 4 and figure 5 respectively. Although these
differences are not very significant but their quality of
picture is quite significant as shown in figure 6. [9]The
main reason is that the blocking artifacts are structural
disturbance, and are sometimes ‘‘buried’’ in the massively
accumulated across the-board pixel-wise error. Therefore
their significance in perceptual visual quality assessment is
not reflected correctly in the conventional PSNR measure.
The in-loop deblocking filter specified in the H.264/AVC
standard also offers a modest gain in rate-PSNR
performance. Even more remarkable are the improvements
in subjective picture quality illustrated in Figs. 6, which
compare loop-filter output images to unfiltered output
images.

Fig.4. Rate-PSNR of QCIF Car phone sequence at Various
bit rates with & without in-loop filter

Fig.5. Rate-PSNR of CIF Coastguard sequence at Various
bit rates with & without in-loop filter
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Fig.6. Frame 34 of QCIF FOREMAN sequence encoded at
40Kbps (a) Without filter (b) With loop filter

Table 3: Deblocking Filters for Various Standards

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have shown the performance of
adaptive in-loop deblocking filter for emerging
H.264/AVC standard. Our test results shows that adaptive
deblocking filter described in this paper achieves
substantial objective and subjective quality improvements.
The good performance is based on removing of the
blocking artifacts significantly. Bit-rate savings exceeding
9% are observed with equal PSNR levels together with
significantly improved visual quality. However, the in-
loop filtering takes One-third of computational resources
of the decoder according to an analysis of run-time
profiles of decoder sub functions.[10]
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